
News and information for Night Tube staff - November 2018

● more staff at some locations
● better provision for training
and contact with LUL, so Night
Tube staff don’t have to work
outside your hours
● better access to food and
drink
● discussing the disparity
between Night Tube station
staff’s 15-hour week and the
16+-hour week of Night Tube
drivers and other part-timers

We’ve based our demands on
the issues Night Tube workers
highlighted in a survey we’ve
been running this year (see
overleaf for outcomes so far).

LUL based staffing levels on
projections made before Night
Tube began, and haven’t revised
them since, even in cases like
Highbury and Islington, where
Night Overground has started,
increasing the number of
passengers, and where security
status has been uprated,
requiring hourly checks.

Management have been less
willing to listen to frontline
voices than we might hope.
When RMT asked for a Night
Tube worker to attend a review
meeting to give a first-hand
account, LUL refused.

The review continues, and we
await for answers to our call for
staffing increases at Highbury
and Islington, Stockwell and
Loughton. But LUL seems not
very interested in improving
Night Tube staff’s working life.

Management have dismissed
most of our demands as too
expensive or too difficult. This
isn’t good enough.

While it might not be possible
to run  work-related activities
(eg. all LUOH appointments) in
Night Tube hours, we insist that
Night Tube staff are a) given
maximum leeway in setting
appointments at times that suit
them, and b) paid for their time
or get equivalent time off.

The Night Tube
review continues.
Please feed into it:
complete the
survey, speak to
RMT reps, go to your
branch meeting.

But what if asking
nicely doesn’t work?
Is it time for more
action? Let’s discuss
our next steps if
LUL stonewalls our
demands.

The recent
Piccadilly Line
strike, involving
Night Tube drivers,
showed that Night
Tube workers can
take action and win.
Pickets from 20:00-
00:00 helped
tomshut down the
Night Tube service.

A Night Tube station
strike would tell
management that
staff will not run a
prestige service for
LUL and the Mayor
while being treated
as second-class. If
the review doesn’t
yield improvements,
that could be our
next step.



RMT: defending and uniting all grades of transport workers

88.2% have been verbally assaulted

73.5% more than once

22.2%
of men and

31.3%
(nearly a third)

of women
have been
physically
assaulted

 have been given the night workers’ health questionnaire

 of those who completed it had follow-up contact from LUOH

70.5%
    have had to deal with work
         matters in their own time

23.5%
of men and

40%
of women

have
been sexually

harassed

59%
say lack of staff

has caused
specific

problems on
their station

75%+
say their station
would benefit

from more staff

have
difficulty
accessing

food and drink

, Stations and Revenue Council, 07961-040618
, Stations and Revenue Council, 07801-071363

, Finsbury Park branch Night Tube Officer, 07957-217639
, Stations Health and Safety Council, 07932-576955

 RMT is looking for Night Tube members to be the union contact person for
their area. If you are interested in this role, please contact Daniel.


